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If you put a key under the mat for the cops, a burglar can find it, too. Criminals are using every
technology tool at their disposal to hack into people’s accounts. If they know there’s a key
hidden somewhere, they won’t stop until they find it.
Tim Cook
The students were told about the legal aspects of accessing the internet like the legal age, ethics
and rules of using social media and gaming and they were advised to handle real and virtual life
judiciously. They were introduced to various terminologies like Vandalism, Virus Dissemination,
Cyber Bullying, Hacking, Phishing, Cloning, Data Theft, Digital Frauds, CyberObscenity, Internet
Addiction, Ransom ware, Spotting Fake News and Email Bombing in today’s workshop. The
difference between real life crime and cybercrime scenes were keenly discussed – Children were
curious about the same. Students were informed about the consequences of Digital Personification
were told. Discussed classification of cybercrime and internet ethics in detail. Tried giving them in
depth knowledge on Cybercrime and Cyber Safety parameters- So that they can protect
themselves and their friends and family.

Several

case

studies examples were shared with the students and they were further sensitized towards privacy
and security of data. The Four important Classification of Cyber Crime information was shared
with the students like
1. Cybercrime against Individual-(Email Spoofing,Spamming,Cyber Defamation,Harassment
and Cyber Stalking).
2. Cybercrime against Property- (ATM Scams, Debit/Credit Card Fraud, Online Shopping
Threats,SMS, Lottery Emails ,Software Piracy and Internet Time Theft )
3. Cybercrime against Organization–Unauthorized Accessing of Computers, Denial of
Service, Virus Attack, Trojan Horse, Email Bombing, and Logic Bombing.
4. Cybercrime against Society –Forgery, Cyber Terrorism, Web Jacking, Malware etc.

The ICT In charge Teacher Ms. Jasmeet Kaur demonstrated live hacking and made them aware
about various ways like two-step verification, comment control, using a strong password,
protecting our devices, Updating Software’s on time to time, installing an anti-virus and firewalls
etc.Preventive measures to be taken in cyber space was discussed in details which they can adopt
in order to avoid Cyber Crimes.
She concluded the session by sharing some tips for internet banking and safe online transactions
and also discussed top seven cyber safety actions. She also shared the website for reporting Cyber
Crimes and a pdf document in their respective groups Women and children can report
anonymously on www.cybercrime.gov.in. Internet is a technology, not a toy and we should
harness it carefully. A document named BE(A)WARE from RBI consisting of different ways how
general public is being cheated, using modern technology and how fraudulent activities occurs
and its prevention techniques is also being shared in their broadcast groups for enhancing their
knowledge on this important topic.
Children enjoyed the session and also noted the important points. It was a great informative
workshop which conveys an important message to all: Your safety is in your hands. Stay alert,
stay safe!
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